Cooling Water
Networks analysis

Finding bottlenecks in cooling
water networks in order to
improve the operability of
the plant and reduce power
consumption and the waste
of water.

Petrochemical
Operators

Challenge
Cooling water network operations
are not properly understood in most
plants due to the lack of indicators.
Furthermore, as more units are
added to the facilities over time,
there is a rise in the number of
number of heat exchangers using
cooling water in the network. As an
extra consideration, after years of
operation, piping gets rougher and
pressure drops across the network
increase.

Identify your cooling water
network bottlenecks
and find the best way to
improve heat exchangers
performance

Solution
When we perform a simulation analysis
of the cooling water network, it reveals
the flow profile across the network.
The bottlenecks are identified during
the study, and the most problematic
points can be addressed and tackled
through optimum solutions in order
to improve cooling water network
performance.

Benefits
The hydraulic model will allow
companies to simulate the operability
of the plant when a revamp is
planned or a new facility is added,
and the model will thus allow you to:
· Decrease in time-to-market
· Enhance the operability of the
plant
· Reduce power consumption
· Minimize the waste of water

The Challenge in context
The cooling water network is a very important utility in the plant as
it refrigerates most units. However, due to the lack of indicators, its
operating conditions are usually not properly understood.

In order to solve the operational problems, it is important to know
where we need to direct our actions. In this sense, we need to
know the pressure and flow profiles throughout the network.

Problems with the cooling water network are often due to connections
carried out over the years, as well as revamps, changes in equipment
and the fouling of pipelines. As a result, these issues lead to operational
problems in the process that may result in the loss of efficiency, energy or
quality. This leads to a reduction in benefits to the companies.

With a full understanding of your network, we will be able
to identify the bottlenecks and we can recommend you
the actions for you to take. However, in order to get this
information in sufficient detail, we recommend a hydraulic
study.

Network layout understanding

Cooling water networks involve a complex layout with different connections to
different points of the plant. This makes it difficult to calculate the impact of one
heat exchanger on another.
In order to model the cooling water network its layout has to be re-organised
and simplified in order for us to have a better understanding of the system. We
need to focus on network’s hydraulic behaviour which can be represented as a
resistance network. This approach allows us to clearly identify the critical points
in the network as well as in the exchangers and which pipelines have a greater
effect on the network.

A simple way to identify bottlenecks in cooling
water networks
After analyzing the flow and
pressure profiles, we can easily
identify the points that are not
operating as expected.
· Heat exchangers with an
excess of cooling water
· Pipes with a high pressure
drop
· Heat exchangers with lower
flow than expected
· Pump performance curve Vs
network operating curve
By analyzing the above results,
critical points are easily identified.
As a result, we can offer the best
solutions to improve the efficiency
of the cooling water network.
These solutions can be very
different in nature, including but
not limited to the following:
·
·
·
·

Adding a pump
Adding a restriction orifice
Changing a pipeline diameter
Including a new header

Additionally, other less typical
results can also be found from this
analysis. These include:
· There is a blockage at some
point in the system
· A heat exchanger has had a
malfunction such as a tube
rupture
· The pipe has a higher
roughness due to the years in
operation

Results beyond debottlenecking
Temperature profile
Temperature profile can also be extracted from the model. Thus,
it is possible to analyse the operation of the cooling tower and
study the loss of water.

Process revamps or new facilities
When adding facilities to the network, this should not have a
negative effect on the current heat exchangers in the facilities.
Different hydraulic model configurations can be tested before
installation.

Pumps in operation
Sometimes too many pumps are in operation, and turning
off a pump at random has no impact on the amount of water
in the circuit. By turning off theses pumps, the electrical
power consumption will decrease while at the same time
the performance of the cooling water network will remain
unaffected.

Summary
Inprocess is widely experienced in providing support to Operating
Companies faced with some of the most common challenges relating to
cooling water networks, we can help you to:

· Find bottlenecks in the cooling water network and explore
possible solutions
· Choose from different alternatives after analysing the
hydraulic behaviour of the network in the case of process
revamps or new facilities
· Gain in-depth knowledge of the plant in order to find the
best location for the installation of new heat exchangers
· Adjust the pumps in operation in order to reduce electrical
power consumption

Inprocess
Inprocess is a leading services
and consulting company that
supports its clients with results
from process simulation in an
effort to help them achieve safer,
more reliable and more profitable
industrial operations. Our services
and products provide guidance to
the design and the operation of
highly complex hydrocarbon and
chemical processing plants where it
is critically important for operations

to reach and remain at optimum
values. Inprocess’ independence
of any specific technology provider
facilitates our ability to exceed
customer expectations as we are
free to combine results from any
piece of software available in the
market. Our added expertise in
software development helps to
fill the functionality gaps when
commercial products do not meet
all our customer’s requirements.

Inprocess’ passion for knowledge
transfer has contributed to the
acquisition of skills by our clients,
delivering high returns in their
investments, in both current and
future projects.
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